
“A critical component of any winning business is an HR function that improves 
business results. I highly recommend this book to HR and business leaders 
everywhere.”

— W!""!#$ S. A""%&, S%&!'( VP, G(')* HR, AP M'""%(-M#%(+, AS, 
C'*%&-#.%&, D%&$#(,

“Got business? /is book does. By asking (and answering) the tough questions 
about HR relevance for line managers, shareholders, and customers, readers will 
clearly understand the why, how, and what of HR transformation.”

— R!0- B#!(1, J'!&2 U.S. #&1 G"'3#" L%#1%(,  
A14!+'(5 P%'*"% #&1 C-#&.%, P6C

“Wow, they have done it! Many HR shops need transformation but don’t have the 
answers. /is book is the roadmap, answers the questions, provides the ratio-
nale, and describes how HR transformations should unfold. Read it, but better 
yet—do it!”

— R!0-#(1 W. B%#225, R)2.%(+ U&!4%(+!25,  
0'#)2-'( '7 T!" D#$$"%"&'#('") W*%+$*%,"

“A must read for an HR team that wants to add the most value to the business.”
— B'3 B"'++, HR E8%0)2!4% V!0% P(%+!1%&2, H#""$#(,

“A thoughtful and practical guide that will help leaders navigate some of the most 
important decisions about building the HR organization of the future.”

— J'-& B')1(%#), USC M#(+-#"",  
0'#)2-'( '7 I&-".'#&/ #& P"*01" #&1 B"2*&) HR

“Two bangs for your hard-earned buck. First, a very strong summary of the key 
tenets of the most important HR thinking. Second, highly practical practical 
examples of what to do and—even more importantly—what NOT to do when 
embarking upon transformation.”

— R%. B)"", 7'($%( C-!%7 HR O77!0%(, LG E"%02('&!0+, S%')", 
S')2- K'(%#

“Dave Ulrich and his colleagues have, over the past two decades, fundamentally 
changed the way we view HR. /is work will change the way we think about HR 
and what we do with it as we build lasting, competitive organizations in a complex 
environment.”

— R#"*- C-(!+2%&+%&, #)2-'( '7 R*()3(0 '* S'%('"/#, HR #&1 
-%#1 '7 HR, LDS C-)(0-
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“/is practical, thoughtful, well-researched book provides priceless insights on 
the most pressing issue: how to e9ectively leverage people to deliver value amidst 
turmoil. In an economy anxious to weed out the weak, no HR executive can a9ord 
to miss this book.”

— B!"" C'&#25, (%2!(%1 S%&!'( VP HR, GE, C'&#25 C'&+)"2!&. LLC

“HR Transformation is refreshing. Ulrich, et al., have given us a clear vision of 
where the HR function ought to go next. /e big ideas are presented in a straight-
forward way to ensure HR is pointed in the right direction long a:er you’ve put 
down the book.”

— D#4!1 C(%%"$#&, CEO, C(%%"$#& R%+%#(0-

“/e authors nail the seminal question in the ;rst pages when they state that the 
biggest challenge for HR professionals is to ‘help their respective organizations 
succeed.’ Frankly, most leaders don’t care about HR, nor should they if HR doesn’t 
add value.” 

— J#0 F!2<-E&<, CEO '7 H)$#& C#*!2#" S')(0%,  
#)2-'( '7 T!" ROI *$ H43(& C(0#'(1

“Based on knowledge, experience, research, and wisdom, the authors have pro-
duced an incredibly practical volume. /e four case studies add to the richness 
and usefulness.”

— F(%1 K. F')",%+, D!(%02'(, HR P'"!05 I&+2!2)2%,  
B'+2'& U&!4%(+!25

“/is is an indispensable handbook for the HR leader looking to help the business 
succeed, a chronicle of the silent revolution taking place in some of the world’s 
leading HR functions, with systematic steps to transform the function and create 
real value.”

— D!#&% J. G-%(+'&, V!0% P(%+!1%&2 HR, G"'3#" B)+!&%++ S%(4!0%+ 
#&1 R%0()!2$%&2, IBM

“Powerful, practical answers to the critical why, what, and how questions that fuel 
any high-impact HR transformation! A must-have map for any executive in tur-
bulent times.”

— H#" G(%.%(+%&, P('7%++'( '7 L%#1%(+-!*, INSEAD, #&1  
0'#)2-'( '7 I' S'(%'. 5#'! O&"

“A must-read for any HR leader looking to drive value and contribution to the 
business! /is book is a practical guide for instituting complete organizational 
transformation, balancing theory, practice, and application in a no-nonsense, 
action-oriented way.” 

— L!&1# H"#4#0, S%&!'( VP, H)$#& R%+')(0%+, L%8!+N%8!+, US
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“Good business books give you ideas; great books tell you what to do with them. 
HR Transformation integrates critical ideas with practical tools to answer the ‘so 
what do I actually do?’ question. Above all it starts where HR needs to start: with 
the business.”

— N!0, H'""%5, D!(%02'( '7 2-% HR C%&2(% '7 E80%""%&0%,  
H%&"%5 B)+!&%++ S0-''"

“If more candidates for the largest HR positions in the world ‘had the horses’ to 
live up to the promise of the function outlined in this book, my job would be a 
lot easier. /ankfully, there is an increasing number of great HR leaders who get 
this stu9.”

— H#('"1 E J'-&+'&, K'(&/F%((5 I&2%(&#2!'&#",  
M#&#.!&. D!(%02'(, C"!%&2 D%4%"'*$%&2

“It’s clear that ;ve good thinkers spent a great deal of time debating the issues 
raised in this book, and then collaborated with colleagues to gather essential feed-
back. /is is a great guide with excellent case studies that make the theory come 
to life.”

— B%4%("5 K#5%, CEO/F')&1%(, CSI, #&1  
0'#)2-'( '7 L*-" ’E3 *% L*." ’E3

“/ere has never been a better time for HR professionals to help business lead-
ers. A great, compelling read that delivers an integrated, aligned, and innovative 
approach to transforming HR and thereby transforming the business.”

— S2%*-%& K%""5, G(')* HR D!(%02'(, L'.!0#

“In the past, these authors have changed the way people think about the roles, 
goals, and even the raison d’être of HR. Here, building on their previous work, 
they o9er valuable, practical advice on transforming HR to bring maximum value 
to stakeholders.”

— S2%4% K%((, #)2-'( '7 R"5(%) S2.'"3. #&1  
7'($%( CLO '7 G'"1$#& S#0-+ #&1 GE

“/is book is a must read for every HR professional. Its premise—that HR trans-
formation is not about doing HR better, but rather building business success—is 
an appropriate challenge and wake up call for our function.”

— B'3 L#&1!+, S%&!'( VP '7 P%(+'&&%" #&1 O(.#&!<#2!'&,  
M#(+ C-'0'"#2%

“HR Transformation has it right! It provides a great approach to use in transform-
ing HR. Useful case studies as well as great ‘how to do it’ guidance.”

— E16#(1 E. L#6"%(, #)2-'( '7 A,!#"-#&/ E6,"11"&," #&  
H43(& R".*4%,". M(&(/"3"&'
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“In these turbulent times we live in, HR Transformation has arrived just in time. 
Human resources is being called upon to contribute to the business like never 
before and the RBL Group has provided a proven, practical roadmap to success.”

— K%!2- L#6(%&0%, D!(%02'( H)$#& R%+')(0%+, P=G

“A distinctive guide for 21st-century HR leadership. HR Transformation shows 
how HR can help organizations succeed, combining a positive vision with practi-
cal tools, and truly raises the bar higher for all HR professionals.”

— J'-& L5&0-, S%&!'( VP, H)$#& R%+')(0%+, GE

“/is book starts the journey to truly upgrade the HR profession. Against a back-
drop of increased complexity, HR Transformation highlights the importance of 
HR connecting with business line managers, customers, and investors.”

— T'&5 M0C#(2-5, C-!%7 '7 P%'*"% #&1 O(.#&!+#2!'&#" 
E77%02!4%&%++, B(!2!+- A!(6#5+

“In every profession, 20 percent of the people in that profession produce 80 per-
cent of the great work. Reading this book will help move you into the 20 percent 
category for HR.”

— D%33!% M0G(#2-, CEO, HR.0'$

“/is book ;nally gives clarity to what ‘HR transformation’ really means. /e core 
message: HR exists to grow the business! /is is a primer for anyone serious about 
making HR relevant in today’s business.”

— P#)" M0K!&&'&, H%#1 '7 HR, C!2!.(')*

“What a great contribution to HR thinking and performance! Not only does HR 
Transformation provide a practical and insightful step-by-step guide to HR rede-
sign, it challenges us to rethink who we are, what we do, and why we do it. Essen-
tial reading.”

— H%#2-%( M!"%+, G%&%(#" M#&#.%(, G(')* P%'*"%,  
W%+2*#0 B#&,!&. C'(*'(#2!'&

“A very insightful and practical handbook. It is a must for CEOs and business and 
HR managers who want to transform HR to maximize the tangible business results 
from their HR investments. I will buy several copies for the Nokia HR team.”

— H#""+2%!& M'%(,, E8%0)2!4% VP '7 HR, N',!# 

“Dave Ulrich has been a pioneer in leading HR practitioners to think, act, and 
be increasingly progressive in how we add value. He and his colleagues are now 
providing us a blueprint to transform HR.”

— M'-%%2 N#.(#2-, G"'3#" H)$#& R%+')(0%+ O77!0%(,  
T-% P('02%( = G#$3"% C'$*#&5
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“Turbulent economic times call for an enhanced focus on HR results. A healthy 
paranoia that makes us strive for ‘the little extra’ in the attempt not to be le: 
behind will be the key to excellence in the coming years.”

— S#&&% J))" N!%"+%&, M#&#.!&. D!(%02'(,  
D#&!+- T%0-&'"'.!0#" I&+2!2)2%, C=T

“Transformations have always happened through those who exemplify character, 
credibility, and capability. /is book captures these very well and emphasizes that 
successful transforamtion is judged by business strategy to shape competitive 
capability.”

— K. R#$,)$#(, C-!%7 H)$#& R%+')(0%+ O77!0%(,  
ICICI B#&,, M)$3#!

“/is is the guide leaders have been searching for—a clearly articulated model, 
candid cases, and tools ready for application. Critics have been calling for HR 
transfromation for years. /is is the ;rst book that provides the what, how, and 
who to make it happen.”

— N#&05 A. R%#(1'&, S%&!'( VP #&1 C-!%7 HR #&1 
C'$$)&!0#2!'&+ O77!0%(, C#$*3%"" S')* C'$*#&5

“/is book is an invaluable roadmap for any HR leader or CEO looking to trans-
form the contribution and e9ectiveness of HR. Clarify an organization’s unique 
identity and capabilities to unlock the true opportunity for HR to drive improved 
business results.”

— S)+!% R'3!&+'&, S%&!'( VP HR, DHL S)**"5 C-#!&, UK I(%"#&1, 
EEMEA, #&1 E)('*%

“/is book identi;es the challenges facing HR and provides practical ways to meet 
those challenges. To add value and succeed HR must be aligned around the busi-
ness strategy. It sounds simple yet so many HR professionals ;nd it hard to do.”

— N%!" R'1%&, G(')* D!(%02'(, H)$#& R%+')(0%+,  
R'5#" B#&, '7 S0'2"#&1

“A timely and relevant message to HR professionals, educators, and business 
leaders that should be taken seriously now. If it isn’t, HR will be le: in the back 
room.”

— J)15 R'+%&3")$, # 7')&1%( '7 D),% C'(*'(#2% E1)0#2!'&

“HR Transformation is a call to action for HR professionals and line managers 
everywhere. /e practical advice and tools o9ered in this book will help lead-
ers assess how well they are leveraging their organization’s most important asset: 
people.”

— M#22 S0-)5"%(, C-!%7 HR O77!0%(, C#*!2#" O&%
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“HR Transformation is not just a handbook but a manifesto for deliberating altering 
the DNA of the HR function, its mission, and, importantly, what it is charged with 
delivering. /e book is a timely and very worthwhile read for any HR executive.”

— D%&&!+ W. S-)"%(, E8%0)2!4% VP #&1 C-!%7 HR O77!0%(,  
T-% W#"2 D!+&%5 C'$*#&5

“Practical knowledge that human resources professionals can put to use immedi-
ately. Given the importance and relevance of strategic HR, the perspective here 
is spot-on, and the information provided is transferable and can be applied in a 
wide range of industries.”

— J!"" S$#(2, H%#1 '7 HR, A00%&2)(%

“/e authors brilliantly lay out the business case for transforming HR from 
an administrative department to strategic executioner. A great book for all 
executives.”

— M#(, R. T-'$#+, VP, HR #&1 OD,  
G(%#2%( B#"2!$'(% M%1!0#" C%&2%(

“Just when we believe we’ve arrived, these authors lead us to clearly see that there’s 
yet another level to reach and an order to go with it. Going beyond theory, this 
book provides a practical and proven process for transforming HR.”

— D%#& W%#2-%(7'(1, A14!+'(, A3) D-#3! I&4%+2$%&2 A)2-'(!25

“Dave Ulrich and his colleagues have conducted more research on HR competen-
cies and have worked with more HR functions in guiding HR transformations 
than anyone else in the world. /is is a must-read. 

— P#2(!0, M. W(!.-2, W. J. C'&#25 GE P('7%++'( '7 S2(#2%.!0 HR, 
ILR, C'(&%"" U&!4%(+!25

“Insightful and practical! A must-read for HR and business leaders in emerging 
economies who strive to manage and develop talent for hyper business growth.”

— A(2-)( Y%)&., A++'0!#2% D%#& '7 C-!&# E)('*% I&2%(&#2!'&#" 
B)+!&%++ S0-''"
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3

c h a p t e r  1 

fkqolar`q flk=ql =eo=
qo^kpcloj^q flk

A few years ago, we sat with a dozen senior human resources executives and 
academic colleagues, talking about how HR departments should respond to 
increased expectations given constantly changing and challenging business 
conditions. We listened as the executives described the business challenges 
they had faced and how they had transformed the way they work. While our 
academic colleagues toiled to conceptualize the theory to study their new 
processes, we realized that we had participated directly or indirectly in the 
HR transformation with almost all of these executives and with others in a 
wide range of industries. In many cases, we had experienced ;rsthand their 
e9orts to contribute to their business. We had helped them discover ways 
to reshape HR to meet these increased expectations. We had learned with 
them what worked and what did not work. In short, we had the privilege of 
working with them to develop the implicit theory, logic, and processes of HR 
transformation.

Sources (Where !is Book Comes From)
/is book synthesizes and summarizes the lessons we have learned about HR 
transformation. We have learned these lessons not in isolation but by working 
with thoughtful and innovative HR executives who have helped their organi-
zations and the HR profession make meaningful progress in contributing to 
the performance of their companies. We have learned these lessons both from 
successes—where the transformation delivered value—and from failures—
where we did not make the progress we intended. We hope this book captures 
both the theory (ideas, rationale, and approaches) and the practices (tools, 
processes, and actions) for creating a successful HR transformation. Transfor-

1
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4 HR TR ANSFORMATION

mation theory draws from change literatures found in sociology, psychology, 
anthropology, organizational development, systems theory, high-performing 
teams, and economics. /ese disciplines teach ways to approach both large-
scale and personal change. Transformation theory and practice come as we 
have applied these ideas in dozens of organizations. /eory without practice 
is conjecture and is usually irrelevant. Practice without theory is idiosyn-
cratic and unsustainable. We hope to combine theory and practice so that 
those charged with and a9ected by HR transformation can make sustainable 
progress.

Audience (Who Should Read !is)
HR professionals: /e ideas and tools in this book are targeted primarily to 
HR professionals. Senior human resources executives face increased account-
ability for making sure that HR practices and functions align with and drive 
business results. To ful;ll their HR leadership role, they need to be active par-
ticipants in the process of setting business strategy. /ey can then set direc-
tion for transformation, design a process that focuses on HR results, engage 
people in the process, execute to ensure transformation happens, and make 
sure it endures. HR professionals should also be aware of the principles of 
HR transformation. HR professionals who continually complain about lack of 
access to business leaders will never gain access. In contrast, HR professionals 
who understand the transformation principles we present and then imple-
ment them will be in a much better position to add signi;cant value.

Line managers: A second important audience for this book is line manag-
ers. We ;nd increasing numbers of line managers who believe that issues like 
talent, organizational capability development, strategy execution, and leader-
ship are the keys to their business success. /ey increasingly look to HR for 
thought leadership, insightful recommendations, and practical processes for 
these issues. If and when they understand the principles of HR transforma-
tion, they can be more con;dent that HR will add value to business success 
and help them reach their goals.
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5INTRODUCTION TO HR TR ANSFORMATION

Sta7 functions: A third audience for this book is made up of profession-
als and leaders of other sta9 functions, including information technology, 
;nance, and legal, like HR, are challenged to deliver value. We are ;nding that 
principles of HR transformation can readily be adapted to these functions so 
that these professionals can also successfully transform current processes and 
practices to help their business meet the challenges in an increasingly di>cult 
environment.

Perspective (Why Our Approach Is Di"erent)
A successful HR transformation increases the value human resources adds 
to the business. /is is a simple statement and one that is easy to gloss over, 
but it re?ects an approach to transformation that is not always practiced. In 
workshops with HR professionals, we o:en begin with the general question, 
“What is the biggest challenge you face in your job today?” As we go around 
the room, the challenges range from doing HR practices better (hiring peo-
ple, training leaders, building incentive compensation) to relating to business 
leaders (having a voice at the table, getting buy-in) to managing the increased 
personal demands of the HR job (managing time, feeling overwhelmed with 
so much to do). As heads nod in a>rmation of the inevitable and obvious 
challenges facing HR professionals, we then say that these answers are wrong. 
Silence ensues. 

Simply stated, we propose that the biggest challenge for HR professionals 
today is to help their respective organizations succeed.

In businesses, promoting success may mean reducing costs, increasing 
market share, growing in global markets, or innovating new products or 
services. In government agencies or nonpro;t organizations, it may mean 
delivering services, achieving externally imposed goals, meeting constitu-
ent needs, or operating with reduced budgets. Our point is that HR profes-
sionals o:en focus internally on the function of HR rather than externally 
on what customers and investors need HR to deliver. If HR professionals 
are to truly serve as business partners, then their goals must be the goals 
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6 HR TR ANSFORMATION

of the business. Transforming HR professionals into business partners isn’t 
an end in and of itself; it’s the means to a strategic, business-oriented end. 
Granted, the activities of HR are important—we do recognize that when we 
say focusing on these HR activities is wrong, we overstate the position to 
make a point.

Our point is that HR should begin from the outside in. We should be at 
least as worried about the outcomes of our activities as about the activities 
themselves. /us, we ask people to add two simple words—so that—to their 
biggest challenge at work. /e “so that” query shi:s from a focus on what we 
do to what we deliver, from the activities we perform to the value that these 
activities create.

Likewise, an HR transformation should begin with a clear understanding 
of the business context because the setting in which you do business o9ers the 
rationale for the HR transformation you will do. Basic supply-demand logic 
asserts that if supply is high for any given product or service but demand is 
zero, then its value is zero. If what we do on the inside does not create value on 
the outside, in the ability of the company to attract, serve, and retain custom-
ers and investors, its value is zero.

/is logic has many practical implications. For example, many HR lead-
ers launching an HR transformation have an all-hands meeting to share the 
vision and goals of the new HR organization. We strongly suggest that this 
event begin with a detailed discussion about the business. In one case, a 
new head of HR in the airline industry spent the ;rst two hours reviewing 
fuel costs, load factors, customer satisfaction indexes, regulatory changes, 
equipment age, and competitive positioning. As we sat in the back of the 
room, we heard a number of HR professionals whispering to each other, 
“When are we going to get to HR?” In fact, he was de;ning the agenda for 
HR transformation by focusing on the business ;rst. In monthly sta9 meet-
ings, in performance reviews, and in casual hallway conversations, when 
we begin our business conversations by talking about the business, it sends 
a message: HR transformation is not about doing HR; it is about building 
business success.
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7INTRODUCTION TO HR TR ANSFORMATION

Common Pitfalls (Detailers to Watch Out For)
With our focus on business success in mind, it is easier to see some predict-
able and common mistakes o:en made when starting an HR transformation:

Action before rationale. Some companies begin an HR transformation by 
doing things in human resources such as implementing e-HR, restructuring 
the HR function, or designing new HR practices. /ese HR investments are 
then de;ned as transformational. If these actions are not tied to a business 
rationale and rooted in the business context, however, they are not transfor-
mational and are unlikely to be sustained. HR transformation needs to be 
grounded in the context of business demands.
HR in isolation. At one company, we worked with HR leaders who had set 
aside time in July (because this was a slower time for HR) and dra:ed a 
strategy about what the HR department was doing and which HR practices 
would be developed. Meanwhile, the line managers dra:ed their business 
strategy in the fall to focus attention on the next year. /e result was painful 
misalignment. When an HR strategy is dra:ed in isolation from the busi-
ness strategy, both su9er as stand-alone documents that probably won’t be 
sustained. HR transformation needs to be aligned with business transfor-
mation. It needs to be done in a way that focuses on adding value to the 
business rather than simply optimizing HR as a function.
HR in increments. Some companies design an innovative talent manage-
ment, performance management, or total rewards process and declare it an 
HR transformation. /ese piecemeal e9orts are only part of an HR trans-
formation. HR practices need to be integrated with each other around key 
business results if they are to have lasting value.
HR by individual 8at. Some companies invest in an HR transformation 
because of the whims of an individual leader or a desire for more personal 
or functional in?uence. /ese individually sponsored initiatives probably 
won’t be transformational. HR transformation needs to be connected to the 
overall success of the organization, not just an individual champion.
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8 HR TR ANSFORMATION

Placing HR structure before business strategy. Occasionally HR departments 
believe that reorganizing human resources is the essence of HR transforma-
tion. /ey may spend considerable time establishing service centers and cen-
ters of expertise or hiring a league of HR business partners, and then declare 
that they have transformed HR. HR transformation can only be complete as 
it helps implement the business strategy and drives business results.
E9ciency equals transformation. We are ;nding more and more HR depart-
ments that equate e>ciency improvements with HR transformation; for 
example, a major global pharmaceutical company recently announced that 
its creation of a shared service center constituted transformation. A leading 
consumer products company described self-service as its HR transforma-
tion. E>ciency improvements can and usually are key elements of transfor-
mation, but e>ciency alone does not make for transformational change.

We call these derailers viruses, because they infect and can cripple the pro-
cess of transformation. When identi;ed and confronted, they can be treated 
and overcome. 

Our De#nition of HR Transformation
A true HR transformation is an integrated, aligned, innovative, and business-
focused approach to rede;ning how HR work is done within an organiza-
tion so that it helps the organization deliver on promises made to customers, 

TOOL 1.1 Full Virus List

In our work on managing change, we have identified more 
than 30 common viruses—common reasons why change 
does not proceed as intended. Download the full list of 
organizational viruses and learn more about virus busting.

Go to www.TransformHR.com
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9INTRODUCTION TO HR TR ANSFORMATION

investors, and other stakeholders. /is work begins by being very clear about 
the rationale for doing HR transformation. /e rationale for HR transforma-
tion is too o:en from inside the company (say, when a senior leader com-
plains about HR practices, structure, or people), whereas the rationale should 
actually come from outside the company.

A Model for Transforming HR
We propose a four-phase model for HR transformation to ensure that HR drives 
business success and avoids the common pitfalls of such e9orts. /is model (see 
Figure 1.1) addresses four simple questions about HR transformation:

Phase 1: Build the business case. (Why do transformation?) HR transfor-
mation begins with a clear rationale for why transformation matters. /is 
is addressed in Chapter 2, in terms of knowing the business context and 
building a case for change.
Phase 2: De;ne the outcomes. (What are the outcomes of transformation?) 
/is phase clari;es the expected outcomes from the transformation. What 
should happen because we invest in HR transformation? Answers to this 
question are addressed in Chapter 3, which de;nes the outcomes of HR 
transformation as the capabilities of a ;rm or the intangibles that an inves-
tor values.
Phase 3: Redesign HR. (How do we do HR transformation?) HR transfor-
mation requires change in HR strategy around departments, practices, and 
people. Chapters 4, 5, and 6 focus on how to change HR departments, peo-
ple, and practices.
Phase 4: Engage line managers and others. (Who should be part of the HR 
transformation?) HR transformation requires that many people participate 
in de;ning and delivering the transformation. Who is involved is discussed 
in Chapter 7. /is chapter focuses on transferring ownership to line man-
agement and on strategies for building HR’s capability to create sustained 
change.
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10 HR TR ANSFORMATION

Finally, in Chapter 8, we summarize these phases with a set of milestones, 
each with outcomes and activities that can be performed to successfully 
accomplish transformation.

While we list these four phases sequentially, in reality they occur concur-
rently. For example, while knowledge of business conditions has to frame HR 
transformation (phase 1), having the right HR transformation team (phase 4) 
is critical to initiating HR transformation. /e formation of the HR transfor-
mation team is critical to the entire process.

Figure 1.1 Model for HR Transformation

1
BUSINESS
CONTE X T
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2
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(what)

4
HR ACCOUNT-

ABILIT Y

(who)

3
HR
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(how)
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11INTRODUCTION TO HR TR ANSFORMATION

Our recommendation in using this model is that it needs to be adapted, 
not adopted. We believe that the issues raised in each of the four steps are 
important and should be considered in ways that make sense for your organi-
zation. It is clearly dangerous to simply adopt a model, regardless of its source, 
whether a successful competitor, an academic, or a consultant, rather than 
to adapt it. How would you tailor these steps to your situation? How would 
you cook a meal that works for you? How would you improvise based on the 
recipe? /is book o9ers some recipes for HR transformation. To make HR 
transformation work in your organization, you will have to adapt these ingre-
dients and improvise your own original HR transformation recipe. Chapter 8 
suggests how to go about doing the transformation.

To ?esh out the principles and tools for HR transformation, we have 
divided the book into two parts. In Part I, we propose the four-step HR 
Transformation Model and present principles and tools for how to design and 
deliver a HR transformation.

Part II includes four case studies from organizations that have recently 
embarked on transformation journeys. /ey provide examples of how they 
have combined di9erent transformation ingredients to achieve results that 
have had an impact in their organizations. Chapter 9 presents HR transforma-
tion at Flextronics; Chapter 10 discusses P;zer; Chapter 11, Intel; and Chap-
ter 12, Takeda. We are grateful to these organizations for their willingness to 
share their experiences and knowledge with us all.

We hope these case studies help enliven the theories and steps we outline 
in Part I and give readers a sense of the possibilities they can achieve in their 
own organizations.

Tools for Transformation
In keeping with the goals of the HR Leadership Series, we provide a toolbox 
in the Appendix to support you as you design and deliver your organization’s 
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12 HR TR ANSFORMATION

HR transformation journey. We also provide a short, carefully selected list 
of books and articles that may prove helpful to you or your transformation 
team in designing the transformation. You’ll also ;nd biographies of all the 
contributors who have helped make this book a success.

TOOL 1.2 HR Transformation Model Overview 

Watch a video of Dave Ulrich introducing the HR transfor-
mation model. Learn as he grounds this theory in reality 
with examples of how companies have implemented each 
phase of the model.

Go to www.TransformHR.com
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